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INTRODUCTION 

I am a mature degree student in my second year of a 3-year BA (Hons) in Conservation 

Studies at City and Guilds of London Art School. 

I have always admired the beauty and extravagance of Portuguese tiles that adorn churches, 

palaces, municipal buildings, private residences and almost every corner you turn in this 

fascinating country and was very keen to find out about how the Portuguese conserve and 

restore their colourful heritage, what problems they encounter and to participate in some 

practical, first hand conservation experience.  

The Zibby Garnett Trust had written to my college introducing the Zibby Garnett 

Travelling Fellowship to the conservation students.  The Trust kindly offered a Fellowship 

that enabled me to accept a three week voluntary work placement at the Museu Nacional 

do Azulejo1 (“MNA”) in Lisbon, Portugal.  The placement was in the museum’s 

conservation and restoration department and took place between 29 th March and 16th April 

2004. 

The Fellowship totalled £800 which covered costs such as my accommodation and food, 

internal travel, literature, photography and sightseeing.  My return flight to Lisbon was 

gifted to me.  The total cost of the trip, excluding flights came to approximately £950.   

                                                 
1 National Tile Museum.  Azulejo is the Portuguese word for glazed tile. 
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A BRIEF HISTORY OF PORTUGUESE CERAMIC TILES  

Architectural ceramic tiles were introduced to Portugal in the late 15th century during the 

reign of King Manuel 1 (1495 - 1521).  On a visit to southern Spain he became infatuated 

with the Spanish-Moorish tiles that decorated their palaces, especially in Seville.  King 

Manuel subsequently imported these tiles from the workshops in Seville to decorate his 

royal palace at Sintra.  These very early tiles show various Spanish-Moorish techniques 

known as mudéjar2 and can still be seen today in situ at the National Palace, Sintra.    

              

Figures 1 and 2.  Samples of two styles of mudéjar tiles, corda seca and alicatados 

However, following Portugal’s golden age in the early 16th century (financed with riches 

gained from its seafaring discoveries) the country could no longer afford to import such 

expensive and beautiful tiles and began to rely on native artists and workshops to produce 

its own tiles.  Hence, the mid-16th century saw the start of the first genuine Portuguese 

‘azulejos’.  Around this time, Italians artists working in northern Europe also introduced 

the majolica3 technique.   This tin-glaze technique originated in the Orient and the Italians 

refined it to a painting medium to satisfy the European craving for figural and narrative 

designs.  The Portuguese adopted and mastered this preferred method of decorating tiles 

                                                 
2 Spanish-Moorish tiles showing geometric patterns in different shapes and sizes (alicatados) or with 
black outlines (corda seca) or moulded tiles (aresta) or showing relief surfaces. 
3 See section on painting techniques for an explanation on majolica. 
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and subsequent azulejo art would always follow the prevailing style of monumental 

painting4. 

Initially, Portuguese tiles were decorated 

in polychrome but the Dutch influence of 

blue and white tiles (mimicking Chinese 

porcelain) became extremely fashionable 

in the late 17th Century. This colouring, 

so familiar today, became popular in 

Portugal at this time and continued to be 

produced into the 18th Century.   Figure 3.  Blue and white 18th century panel 

In the re-building of Lisbon after the devastating earthquake of 1755, the use of tiles ceased 

to be restricted to the aristocracy and by the 19th century, it had become common in all 

middle-class and urban building.  Tiles were also seen as a practical solution to protecting a 

building by keeping moisture out and interiors cool.  Today, even though tile production 

methods have been modernised, municipal buildings and industrial structures are still 

enhanced with tiled façades.  

             

Figures 4 and 5.  Examples of 19th century tiled façades 

                                                 
4 Information taken from ‘Portuguese Decorative Tiles Azulejos’ edited by Sabo, R and Falcato, J N, 
published by Abbeville Press, New York, 1998. 
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THE MUSEU NACIONAL DO AZULEJO  

The museum, a National Monument, situated east of the city centre adjacent to the River 

Tejo, is housed in the former Convent of Madre de 

Deus, founded by Queen Leonor in 1509.  Throughout 

its history, the convent has undergone many alterations 

especially in the 18th century after the damage caused 

by the earthquake in 1755.  At this time the church and 

other major rooms were richly decorated in baroque 

tile panelling as well as carved and gilded panels. The 

convent remained a practising one until 1834 when 

religious orders were abolished but the nuns remained there until 1871 when the last nun 

died.  The convent changed use and in 1916 the National Museum of Ancient Art took 

responsibility for the church and other buildings.  Subsequently, it became the ideal venue 

to hold an exhibition in honour of Queen Leonor’s 5th Centenary.  This led to the creation 

of the current museum solely dedicated to the azulejo, incorporating the extensive 17th and 

18th century tiling decorating the building.  

           

Figures 7 and 8.  The two interior cloisters of the museum 
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The current museum occupies the rooms leading from the two cloisters and offers a 

chronological history of styles and techniques starting from the late 15th century.  The 

panels of tiles are thoughtfully displayed in this beautiful setting culminating in a display of 

21st century tiles by current leading Portuguese ceramicists whose tiles are used today to 

decorate the Metro and other communal areas of the city.  The highly decorative church, 

the high and low choirs and St Anthony’s chapel are all part of the museum.   

CONSERVATION AND RESTORATION OF CERAMIC TILES 
AND MY WORK AT THE MUSEUM 

On my arrival at the museum, I was met by Lurdes Esteves, Head of Conservation and 

Restoration at the MNA and she immediately made me feel extremely welcome.  Lurdes 

was my contact at the museum with whom I had arranged my work placement and who 

supervised my work throughout.  She has been with the museum since 1990 and is 

currently researching, in her spare time, her doctorate in tile conservation.   

As part of my placement, Laura, the museum’s tour guide, took me on a private tour 

explaining the traditions, techniques and styles of tiles through the eras.  I felt enormously 

privileged. 

    
Figures 9 and 10.  Corda Seca 16th century panel and their recorded damage 
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16th Century Seville Tiles 

My first task was to clean and remount a panel of four 16th Century ‘corda seca’ tiles from 

Seville. Corda seca style is one of the mudéjar techniques mentioned earlier.  For this 

particular technique, linseed oil and manganese are mixed together and filled into grooves 

outlining a geometric pattern.  This then separates the different coloured glazes when the 

tile is fired and the manganese forms a black outline to the polychrome geometric pattern. 

Before any treatment could take place, the damage to the tiles needed to be recorded.  This 

was done by marking on a grid any areas of lost material (shown as a shaded area), loss of 

glaze (shown as diagonal lines) and any fractures or fissures that are present (shown as a 

line).  Tiles are always marked up using this traditional method with tile A1 at the bottom 

left hand corner of a panel, going up the alphabet towards the top of the panel and 

numerically across the panel from left to right (see figure 10).  Individual tiles were always 

labelled this way on the reverse in order for the installers to arrange the pictorial panel as 

intended.  A full MNA report of all conservation procedures are written to accompany 

each panel.  See appendix 1.   

The tiles then had to be removed from their acrylic mount.  Acetone (an organic solvent) 

was poured onto the original adhesive and the tiles were gently eased off the backing with a 

palette knife.  The previous adhesive used to mount the tiles was an acrylic co-polymer 

called Paraloid B72 (this is a common reversible adhesive used in conservation) with a layer 

of silicone in between.  After the tiles had been successfully removed, they then had to be 

cleaned mechanically with a scalpel to remove any previous mortar (cement) that had been 

used to fix the tiles to its previous substrate.  I had to be careful not to remove any of the 

original clay tile material.  The glazed surface also had traces of mortar to remove.   
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Figures 11, 12 and 13.  Removing tiles from backing, solvent cleaning and mechanical cleaning 

The reverse of the tiles also required solvent cleaning to remove previous staining from the 

adhesive.  Cotton wool was soaked in trichloroethylene5 and placed over the tiles, which 

were then put in a plastic bag to seal in the vapours.  This process was carried out in the 

fume cupboard and took approximately 30 minutes.  It took two attempts to remove the 

staining successfully.  Finally, traces of wax on the surface of the tiles had to be removed 

mechanically and with a swab and acetone.  Wax may have been used in the past to protect 

the tiles especially if they had been used as floor tiles. 

Any areas of glaze that were vulnerable were then consolidated with a 12% solution of 

Paraloid B72 in acetone.  Before the tiles were finally adhered to their acrylic backing their 

weight was recorded – approximately 500g each.  The panel was then remounted on the 

acrylic backing using a solution of 20% Paraloid B72 in acetone.  The adhesive is painted 

all over the acrylic backing to provide a barrier to the silicone.  The same Paraloid B72 

                                                 
5 An organic solvent commercially known as trisolve. 
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solution is painted in circles in the four corners of the reverse of the tile.  A ‘squirt’ of 

silicone called ‘Formflex’ is then placed on the reverse of the tile at these four points.   

          

Figures 14 and 15.  Applying the adhesive barrier and the silicone 

This method of adhering is called a ‘sandwich’ and is used to form a barrier between the 

tile and the acrylic panel enabling air to circulate.  This process is easily reversible in 

acetone.  The adhesives require 24 hours to cure and the panel is then ready to be placed 

on the inventory and housed in the archives until required for exhibition, either at the 

museum or on loan elsewhere. 

               

Figures 16, 17 and 18.  Re-adhering the panel 
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18th Century Blue and White 

I was asked to re-adhere an 18 th century blue and white tile that had been broken into four 

pieces.  The tile numbered M14 is part of a panel of 15 x 15 from the Hospital Termal das 

Caldas da Rainha, also founded by Queen Leonor.  See appendix 2. 

The tile needed to be soaked in cotton wool and acetone and placed in a plastic bag to 

allow the vapours to dissolve the adhesive.  The previous bonding of Paraloid B72 

dissolved in a few minutes.  The edges then had to be cleaned with a swab to remove any 

excess adhesive.  The tile had to be acetone free before I could bond the pieces together.  

For bonding, a 50% solution of Paraloid B72 and acetone was used.   

Getting the join right when bonding was not easy, especially if the pieces, as in this case, 

have been broken for a long period of time and have remained in situ.  The tiles can 

apparently warp and take on the shape of the substrate.   Firstly, I had to make sure that 

the pieces fitted together perfectly and in which order they should be adhered to avoid 

‘locking out’ (not being able to fit final piece).  Careful planning was required.  Once 

bonded, a fingernail is dragged across the final join to make sure the area is perfectly even 

otherwise any subsequent fills will be uneven.  I had to re-do my first attempt although my 

second attempt was fine.  I learnt that last minute re-adjustments could be done by slightly 

softening the adhesive with a hairdryer.  The heat reactivates the adhesive properties.    

The tile will eventually be filled along the join with ‘Aguaplast’6 and touched in with acrylic 

paints.  

                                                 
6 A brand name for a type of filler. 
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Figures 19, 20 and 21.  Re-adhering the blue and white tile 

Porto Panel, Late 19th Century 

My final piece of work was a 20 th century relief panel from Oporto that Sarah, a Portuguese 

conservation student, was working on.  This is a blue and yellow relief panel in a ‘carpet’ 

pattern of 11 x 9 tiles.  

 

Figures 22, 23, 24 and 25.  Mould making and filling of a corner 

The missing material of the tiles required filling with gypsum7, otherwise known as Plaster 

of Paris.  Wax dental moulds were used to form a corner or straight edge as a template for 

the tile and they can be heated with a hair dryer and moulded accordingly.  The gypsum 

powder was then mixed with water until it started to cure and was poured into the mould.   

Once set, in about 15 minutes, the filling could be cut to shape with a scalpel and when 

totally dry, sanded to get a perfect finish.  Any areas that required a smaller amount of 

filling or areas that needed shaping were filled with Aguaplast. 

                                                 
7 Calcium Sulphate. 
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When the filling was totally dry, retouching with acrylic paints could commence.  This had 

to be done in natural light, as colours look extremely different in artificial light.  A thin 

layer was first applied as a base coat and then gradually a deeper tone could be obtained 

with further layers until the colour match was correct.  Although a small amount of water 

was required to dilute the paint it had to be used sparingly, as it would evaporate later and 

cause the acrylic paint to peel.   

I used a combination of lemon yellow, a tiny amount of yellow ochre and ultramarine to 

replicate the yellow/green area and ultramarine and a touch of carmine (red) to obtain the 

blue/indigo surround of the tile.  Microcrystalline wax was then applied sparingly and 

buffed with Chamois leather until the filled area was shiny and resembled the glazed area.  

The wax also protects the surface.  See appendix 3 for full panel image. 

Visit with MNA to Queluz Palace 

I joined Lurdes, Teresa and Luisa (both freelance conservators linked to the MNA) and a 

biologist from the Portuguese Institute of Conservation and Restoration to take biological 

samples from the 18th Century tiled canal at Queluz Palace, also a National Monument, 

just outside Lisbon.  In 1747 Pedro, younger son of João V, transformed the 17th Century 

hunting lodge into a Rococo summer palace including a tile lined canal for boating. 

The MNA had previously advised and reported on conservation and restoration needs of 

the palace tiles.  The biological samples were to be analysed and then appropriate pesticides 

used to halt the varying lichens and mosses that grow in and around the areas of broken 

glaze.  The MNA offers advice on such projects but do not have the resources to carry out 

the work themselves.  Teresa and Luisa, who were recommended by the MNA have been 

asked to conserve a test panel before being commissioned for the whole project. 
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Figures 26, 27 and 28.   Tiled canal at Queluz Palace, taking samples of mosses and lichens 

Two Tile Painting Techniques 

Full time conservation students at the MNA also learn the whole process of traditional tile 

making and the different decoration techniques.   This is vital in order to restore or replace 

lost tiles on panels.  Months alone can be spent getting a glaze to perfectly match an early 

glaze.  Under the guidance of Carla, I had the chance to try two original methods of tile 

decoration.  The museum offers this facility as part of their educational package to visiting 

schools and groups. 

The first technique I tried was the majolica technique mentioned earlier. I chose to 

replicate a traditional blue and white 18th Century style tile.  The clay tile, which must be of 

a specific quality, is dried naturally and then fired for the first time - this is called the biscuit 

firing8.  Then a tin and lead oxide glaze is poured over the whole surface of the tile.  It is 

the tin oxide that gives the glaze its characteristic opaque milky whiteness.   The decoration 

is then painted directly on to the raw tin glaze.  Stencils are used to transfer the decoration 

to the tile and charcoal is rubbed over the stencil passing through perforated holes.  .   

Once the image is transferred, the outline is painted in a concentrated cobalt blue and the 

body is filled in with a weaker solution to give a lighter tone.  Highlights and subtle areas of 

white can be either left blank or scratched back.  The tile is then fired for the second time.  

                                                 
8 The term biscuit denotes two firings.  Majolica tiles are fired twice. 
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Figurs 29, 30, 31 and 32.  The majolica technique 

The second technique I tried is called aresta, another Moorish mujédar style.  Here a mould 

with a linear design in reverse is pressed into the raw clay forming raised edges that enable 

the various coloured enamels to be separated.  This technique appeared in Seville towards 

the end of the 15th Century and was used throughout the latter part of the 16th Century in 

place of the corda seca technique described earlier.   

 

Figures 33, 34, 35 and 36.  The aresta technique 
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THE CITY OF LISBON 

Lisbon was practically re-built after the tremendous earthquake of 1755 under the rule of 

João III and the Marquis of Pombal.  The city is built on seven hills so you are either 

constantly walking up or down a hill but trams, elevators and even a Neo-Gothic  wrought 

iron lift are ready to take you from street level to elevated parts of the city.   

   

Figures 37, 38 and 39.  Trams and elevators  in Lisbon 

I was extremely lucky with the weather while I was there.  Blue skies prevailed almost 

constantly and after work I usually headed to one of the city’s miradouros9 to catch the 

glorious early evening light over the city’s skyline and River Tejo.  The views over the 

terracotta rooftops out to the river and beyond never failed to take my breath away.   

                                                 
9 One of the city’s many viewpoints. 
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Figures 40 and 41.  Vistas of the city from the miradouros 

In Lisbon one can see tiles in or on almost any building in this wonderful city and every 

corner you turn offers a new vista with a tile clad building or an interior waiting to be 

explored.  I took the opportunity when passing a church, the cathedral, museums, railway 

stations, a hospital, a library and even the ferry port to catch a glimpse of tiles.  One such 

building was the São Roque church that has many beautiful tiles and a chapel with mid 

16th Century tile decoration.  As with many museums and monuments, I could not take 

any photos but I built up a portfolio of postcards and leaflets. 

Monastry São Vicente De Fora 

This fabulous former Augustinian monastery founded in 1147 and rebuilt in the 16th 

Century sits above the city dominating the skyline.  Today the monastery houses a 

magnificent collection of 18th Century blue and white tiles decorating the two cloisters on 

both levels, interior rooms and stairwells together with a collection of 38 panels depicting 

fables from La Fontaine.  These panels used to line the walls of the cloisters but are now 

on acrylic backing after considerable restoration and conservation.  Unfortunately, there are 

also many tiles that require attention (see figure 45).  This is usually due to lack of funding.  
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The tiles on the upper floor of the cloisters (no access to public) appear to be crumbling 

away. 

 

 

Figures 42, 43 44 and 45.  Tiles in the monastry cloisters, one of the fable panels and an area in need 
of restoration 
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OUTSKIRTS OF LISBON 

Fronteira Palace 

One place I was desperate to see was the Fronteira Palace on the outskirts of Lisbon.  The 

Palace, again a National Monument, contains one of the most important collections of 17th 

century tiles remaining in situ in Portugal, perhaps Europe.  Built in 1640 as a hunting 

lodge for the Marquis of Fronteira, the palace remains privately owned by the Fronteira 

family.  Photographs could only be taken outside but this is where most of the tiles are.   

A striking tiled terrace is decorated with figures in niches portraying the arts.  This terrace 

leads to a tiled chapel and then onto a grotto and finally the formal gardens built in Italian 

style.  A large pond flanked by staircases leads to the Kings Gallery and large blue and 

white panels depicting knights face the pond.   

  

Figures 46 and 47.  The tiled terrace and the Kings Gallery 

Lurdes, again, has advised the Palace concerning the correct conservation treatment for its 

tiles.  Sadly, many of the tiles are in a poor state due to biological growth and peeling of the 

glaze caused by crystallising salts.  The guide said that with limited funding they try to keep 

up maintenance of the tiles but it is a constant battle.   
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  Figues 48 and 49.  Tiles in need of restoration and an example of poor restoration work on an 
exterior panel 

  

Figures 50 and 51.  The Kings Gallery depicting plant growth causing damage to tiles 

Monastry dos Jerónimos at Belém 

In a suburb west of Lisbon city centre, is the Monastry dos Jerónimos, commissioned in 

1501 by King Manuel I.  This vast monastery is a fine example of Manueline architecture 

(named after the King) and is the Portuguese equivalent of the late Gothic style.  The 
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delicate twisting rope work, nautical themes and armillary spheres10 are classic signs of the 

Manueline style (see also figure 6, south portal of MNA) depicting the age of Portugal’s 

voyages and discoveries of the 16th Century.  The limestone monastery has recently 

undergone substantial restoration and cleaning and enhances the beauty of the stonework.  

The refectory is also lined with 18th Century polychrome tiles.   

 

Figures 52 and 53.  Ornate Manueline stonework in the cloisters and the tile clad refectory 

                                                 
10 The armillary sphere was the personal emblem for Manuel I (also depicted in the tiles at The National 
Palace, Sintra) and also appears today on the national flag of Portugal. 
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SINTRA 

The National Palace and Pena Palace 

Another ‘must’ for viewing tiles was a day trip to Sintra to visit the two Palaces there.  

Sintra is a UNESCO World Heritage Site, sitting on the stunning slopes of the Serra de 

Sintra with fantastic views to the wild Atlantic coast from the top of the town.  It enjoys its 

own micro-climate and offers fresh natural springs.  The area was a favourite summer 

retreat for the kings of Portugal and is now a hugely popular tourist destination and also 

popular with Lisboans, especially for its famous pastries.  My main priority, however, was 

to see The National Palace where there are 16th century Moorish tiles that are still in situ. 

The former Royal Palace was built during the reign of João I during the 14th Century and 

continued as a Royal summer retreat until 1880’s.  The stunning collection of 16th century 

tiles depicts the mudéjar techniques.  I was overwhelmed to see such beautiful examples of 

these tiles in situ covering large areas inside and out and in some cases the floors.  Sadly, 

visitors cannot take photos but see appendix 4 for photocopies from the official guide.   

Whilst in Sintra I also visited the Pena Palace, situated at the very top of the town.  The 

19th century former Royal Palace built on the ruins of a Hieronymite monastery founded 

in the 15th Century is an eclectic medley of architectural styles.  Built for the husband of 

Queen Maria II, Ferdinand Saxe-Coburg-Gotha, cousin to Prince Albert (Queen Victoria’s 

husband) preferring it to the National Palace.  It became a museum with the declaration of 

the Republic in 1910 and was preserved as it was when the Royal family lived there. 
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Figures 54, 55 and 56.  The colourful exterior, copies of aresta tiles and a view out to the coast 

Some beautiful early 16th century tiles are in the cloister area, part of the original 

monastery buildings and copies of these early tiles are found outside in various parts of the 

palace.  From the palace grounds there are stunning views out across the plains to the 

Atlantic Coast.   
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FRIENDS, FOOD AND ACCOMMODATION! 

I stayed in two basic family run hostels.  Firstly, near the walls of the Castelo de São Jorge 

and for the remainder of my trip in the more trendy Bairro Alto area, famous for 

traditional Fado11 music and nightlife. 

The castle is an old Moorish ruin on the highest peak of the city with one of the best 

miradouros of Lisbon.  The area is close to the Alfama district which dates back to 

medieval times.  The narrow, tightly packed, cobbled alleyways are strung with washing and 

locals gather in the tiny secluded squares to pass the time of day.  In the early morning the 

wives of the fishermen hold a fish market in the streets and on a Saturday a large flea 

market is held near the city’s Pantheon. This area is also a fabulous place to eat a traditional 

fish dish in one of the myriad of back street cafés.   

     

Figures 57 and 58.  View to the castle and a typical street in the Alfama district 

                                                 
11 Traditional Portuguese folk music. 
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During my visit to Sintra I met and had lunch with Dr Ana Xavier, a Patron of the 

Travelling Fellowship.  Ana is Portuguese and was Principal of the Sintra College of Art 

when she and Zibby Garnett arranged the exchange programme for groups of students 

between Lincoln and Sintra.  During this time Zibby Garnett and Ana became great 

friends.   

Ana, her friend João (who had studied for a PhD at UCL) and Ana’s two eldest sons, 

Gonzalo and Luis joined us for a traditional lunch of bacalhau12 and rice.  We met up again 

another evening for supper in Cascais, a beach resort 45 minutes from Lisbon.  This time I 

met Ana’s youngest son, Miguel.   My husband, Ian also came along as he was visiting me 

in Lisbon for the Easter weekend.  Both occasions were great fun and Ana and her family 

were very convivial. 

Another evening I met an ex-student 

from City and Guilds, Tody Cezar, 

an American living and working in 

Lisbon as a freelance conservator.   

 

Figure 59.  L-R: Joäo, Ana, Luis, Gonzalo 

We caught one of the ferries and had a cataplana13 supper the other side of the river at 

Trafaria, a small fishing port. 

Another evening, Luisa from MNA invited me to visit her home in Lisbon and have tea.   

She had worked in England a few years ago at Cliveden Conservation where I had also 

                                                 
12 Bacalhau is salted cod and is very traditional in Portugal with up to 365 different recipes! 
13 Another traditional Portuguese dish.  A type of fish and/or meat stew cooked and served in a large     
    copper pot. 
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worked the two previous summers.  We had a lot in common and Luisa had been very 

friendly and helpful at the museum with regard to my work.  She spoke fluent English. 

On my last night, Lurdes and her husband, Miguel invited me out for dinner at a trendy 

pizza restaurant in the converted dock areas.  We had a great evening and finished with a 

few drinks at a jazz bar near the Bairro Alto area.   

 

Figures 60 and 61.  Miguel, Lurdes and myself.  Alessandro, Lurdes, Carla and Joäo Pedro at the MNA 
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CONCLUSION 

From the moment I stepped through the museum door, I was made to feel extremely 

welcome and instantly felt part of the ‘family’.  The kindness and hospitality showed to me 

during my visit to Lisbon made it thoroughly enjoyable and I have very fond memories of 

my short time there. 

Lurdes and all her colleagues showed a keen interest in me as a person as well as my work 

and were extremely professional with regard to my placement, offering constant help and 

assistance.  Lurdes was careful to explain every step to ensure I understood everything.  I 

was very proud to be told I was the first English student to work at the museum but I 

realised that I had only just scratched the surface with regard to learning about tile 

restoration  - a longer placement would be required.  I am very keen to return but feel I 

would need to have a better command of the language in fairness to my colleagues. 

I had not realised the extent of conservation that is required by so many beautiful and 

valuable collections around Lisbon and I imagine, the whole country.  Interior tiles are 

usually fairly stable, it is the external tiles on building façades and tiles in damp conditions 

that are suffering.  This was evident during my visits to other collections.   

There appears to be only a very small, qualified team concerned with the conservation and 

restoration of Portuguese tiles and they cannot possibly attend to every case.  The work of 

the MNA is very much based on the collection at the museum and although the MNA 

advises on external collections, they do not have the manpower or resources to deal with 

the restoration required and such expertise comes at a price.  Sadly, in most cases tiles are 

left to non-qualified ‘restorers’ who patch in as best they can.   

The director of the museum, Paulo Henriques, also stressed that many tiles are looted from 

historic buildings and sold to the antique trade, who in return sell them on to tourists at a 
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huge premium.  Large sums of money change hands for anything from individual tiles to 

large panels.  A panel of four 18th century tiles in one antique shop had a price tag of 

approximately €300.  The staff at the museum are helpless with regard to this trade and feel 

their heritage is being sold off as unrecorded panels are leaving the country - I sensed a hint 

of sadness as they witness these losses and encounter decaying tiles.  One feels a strong 

urge to help save their heritage, which appears to be overlooked and underrated by many 

of their compatriots. 

I would very much like to return to Lisbon, possibly after I graduate in 2005, to take up a 

longer placement at the museum and hopefully learn the language at the same time.  I 

would then like to find employment either at the museum or with Teresa and Luisa who 

mentioned that there would be work for me whenever I wanted.  It is something that I 

often discuss with my husband and we both feel that moving to Portugal or long distance 

commuting is not beyond our grasp.   

David Garnett hoped that the Travelling Fellowship experience for me and the other Zibby 

Garnett Scholars would be a ‘life changing’ one.  It certainly was for me and I will remain 

in touch with the contacts I made and, as promised to my colleagues, endeavour to return 

as soon as it may be feasible. 

I would like to thank Paulo Henriques, the Director of MNA, Lurdes Esteves and all her 

colleagues for opening up their world of tiles to me and for their professional and friendly 

approach.   

I would also like to take this opportunity to thank David Garnett and his fellow trustees for 

sharing my enthusiasm for Portuguese tiles and for offering me the opportunity to take up 

my placement at the MNA.   

Jane Wallis CV.  See appendix 5 


